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Executive Summary
Travel Essence Magazine is a digital magazine, curated for 

the travel and lifestyle tastemaker of African descent. The 

publication targets the intelligent, spirited and educated 

person of colour with a passion for travel and culturally 

immersive experiences on the continent of Africa.

Travel Essence Magazine seeks to connect expat 

communities living and working in the UAE and wider 

MENA region, with the best-kept secrets in travel, 

hospitality, cultural experiences and wildlife encounters 

across Southern Africa, providing informative and visually 

engaging content through the eyes of travellers and 

tastemakers.

Produced by Narratives PR, a Dubai-based PR and 

Communications Consultancy specializing in promoting 

African-owned ventures, Travel Essence Magazine is a 

consumer special interest publication, published and 

ready for reader downloads via a designated website



Mission and Vision
“To invoke curiosity and desire for exploration in today’s globally conscious individual, 

connecting them with the diverse travel, culture and lifestyle experiences on offer through 

industry tastemakers and brands in Southern Africa”
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Our Aim
To contribute towards Africa’s positive narrative through a 

50-75 page UAE-based content rich, informative, monthly 

digital magazine and platform for expat readers looking for 

their next travel destination across Southern Africa.

To profile the success stories of entrepreneurs & personalities 

operating in Southern Africa’s key tourism destinations to 

readers across Africa and the GCC.

To create a hub for travel writers and video content creators to 

spotlight their experiences and opinions on a single interactive 

platform.

To become the leading UAE-based digital destination 

marketing publication for Southern Africa, showcasing the 

culturally rich and hospitality immersive experiences that this 

region has to offer to the community of avid travellers resident 

in the MENA region.
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Brand Values
We are connectors. We are adventurers. 
We are passionate about showcasing 
the touristic grandeur that is Mother Africa

The unique selling point (USP) of Travel Essence Magazine is that it seeks to contribute 

towards the redrafting of Africa’s narrative, by functioning as a platform that connects people 

of diverse origins to the essence of Mother Africa; doing so through curated content and 

exhaustive story-telling.

Travel Essence Magazine seeks to be the voice the generations that were either born in Africa 

and now inhabit lands beyond the coastlines of Africa, who still possess a distinctive 

attachment to their place of birth on African soil, while also combatting the typical, adverse 

messaging of international media outlets who showcase the less attractive aspects of the 

continent.

Travel Essence Magazines addresses the fact that there are still a few independent, 

authoritative media outlets and voices in Africa and internationally, who tackle the subjects of 

travel, lifestyle and curated experiences offered by the continent’s tastemakers.
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Why we are excited about 
Travel Essence Magazine
• Content is experiential, and is written or filmed to invoke emotion and nostalgia within  

 the hearts and minds of those who love Africa.

• Editorial team are in destination marketers, hoteliers and advocates for content that  

 spotlights the best of Africa’s people, places and experiences, boasting more than 30  

 years worth of experience in hospitality and destination marketing collectively.

• The publication is UAE-based, with the team spread between the Dubai, Abu Dhabi and  

 Southern Africa, positioning the brand as an authority in travel and lifestyle related  

 content generation in the UAE market.

• Contributors will be real people, willing to share real, authentic travel focused 

 experiences via a digital platform and social media.

The UAE has no prominent consumer focused media outlet with content targeting the reader 

of African descent – making Travel Essence Magazine a publication that speaks to a distinctive 

audience in this region, while connecting with readers who too are interested in expat living 

in the UAE as showcased through African content creators, entrepreneurs and professionals 

living in this region.
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Target Readership
TE Mag reader profile is:
• Aged between 25-45 years old, expat or living abroad  

 temporarily

• Professionals with disposable income

• Cultured and in tune with trends in travel,   

 lifestyle and entertainment

• Adventurer at heart, who values immersive experiences,  

 self-discovery and connecting with new people

• Well read and upwardly mobile

• Enjoys extensive social media use

• Curates or enjoys great informative content as a

 blogger, micro-influencer or videographer.
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Why we need you...
I dream of the realization of 
the unity of Africa, whereby
its leaders combine in their efforts
to solve the problems of this continent.
I dream of our vast deserts, 
of our forests, of all our 
great wildernesses.
- Nelson Mandela

• No one can tell our success stories better than we can.

• While Travel Essence Magazine’s editorial team has been   

 fortunate to be at the helm of running campaigns for   

 global brands in tourism and hospitality, this 

 publication’s success hinges on the input of players,   

 stakeholders and content creators like you, who   

 are actively involved in curating experiences that capture  

 the hearts of guests from far and wide.



A call for contributors
• Are you a hotel, tour operator or wilderness camp  

 operator offering distinctive experiences you want  

 prospective guests to know more about?

• Are you looking for more coverage of your travel,  

 hospitality, leisure and lifestyle brand and operation to  

 expat travellers in the UAE?

• Are you a travel blogger or content creator looking to  

 share your story with the world through an engaging  

 travel and lifestyle focused platform?

• Are you rolling out a new long-haul offer travellers post  

 COVID-19?

Do register your interest in becoming a contributor or 

send across your content (press release, feature article, 

listing guides or reviews) to info@yournarratives.com 

accompanied by relevant hi-resolution images or video 

content, facts sheets and bio for personality profile pieces 

– and a member of our editorial team will be in touch with 

you.
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Contact Details
Yvonne C Mtengwa

Editor-in-Chief 

Mobile: +971 56 100 6506

Daphine Mabhiza

Content Director

Mobile: +971 54 761 0504

Louisa Choruma

Market Engagement Director  

Mobile: +263 772 944 179

Lambotique Joseph Mulambo

Creative Director

Mobile: +27 842 3030 75

Travel Essence Magazine

Email: info@travelessencemag.com

Website: www.travelessencemag.com
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